Cell cycle regulation of chromatin binding and nuclear localization of human Cdc7-ASK kinase complex.
During the course of DNA replication, regulation of cellular localization and chromatin binding of involved factors plays critical roles. Cdc7 kinase is required for DNA replication and its kinase activity is cell cycle-regulated by its activation subunit Dbf4/ASK. In mammals, it is not known at which time point during the cell cycle Cdc7 and Dbf4/ASK proteins are imported into nuclei and loaded on to chromatin. We have constructed a series of truncation and deletion derivatives of ASK and expressed them as fusion proteins with GFP in mammalian cells. Both Dbf4-motif-M and -C conserved in Dbf4/ASK protein family are required for huCdc7 kinase activation. Two stretches of amino acid sequences, NLS1 (P346KKKRIK) and NLS2 (K201RVGSGAQKTRTGRLKK), are important for ASK nuclear localization. In stable transformants expressing GFP-fused full-length ASK under the tetracycline inducible promoter, GFP-ASK protein accumulates in nuclei at the telophase, but its binding to chromatin does not reach a maximum until late G1, whereas huCdc7 is imported into nuclei and binds to chromatin at early G1. An important substrate of Cdc7-ASK at the G1/S transition is likely to be MCM. Indeed, over-expression of both huCdc7 and ASK results in the elevated phosphorylation of endogenous MCM2 protein, as manifested by appearance of the mobility-shifted form on SDS-PAGE, but does not cause any significant effects on cell cycle progression. Nuclear localization and chromatin binding of endogenous huCdc7 and GFP-ASK expressed during the post-mitotic phase are independently regulated. Although GFP-ASK is presumably imported into nuclei through its two nuclear localization signals at telophase, it may require additional signals for chromatin binding, the level of which increases at late G1 phase.